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Abstract. In recent years, research work on the use of coal bottom ash (CBA) as a partial alternative for aggregate in concrete is on the rise. This research is aimed at examining the characteristics of lightweight foamed concrete with CBA as
fine aggregate to produce environmentally sustainable product. With the volume replacement technique, CBA was used
as 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% replacement for conventional mining sand with different sieve sizes of smaller than 4.75,
2.36, and 0.6 mm in concrete. Water absorption, porosity as well as mechanical characteristics tests, including compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity (MOE) were conducted and analyzed. X-ray diffraction
and scanning electron microscopy microstructural investigations were also performed to correlate test results. The quality
of concrete was investigated using a non-destructive ultrasonic pulse velocity test. According to the findings, the highest
replacement level of CBA with a sieve size smaller than 0.6 mm had an impact in reducing workability. The effect of CBA
particles on water absorption, MOE, compressive strength, and tensile strength depends on the size of the fine aggregate,
the replacement ratio and the density. In general, substituting mining sand with CBA aggregate improved the mechanical
performance of concrete, notably for the aggregate size of less than 0.6 mm. Moreover, the SEM images indicate that the
addition of CBA particles decreased the size and quantity of voids in the foamed concrete.
Keywords: lightweight foamed concrete, compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, modulus of elasticity, microstructure, mining sand, coal bottom ash.

Introduction
Soil, energy, and water are among the most treasurable
assets of humankind that contribute to climate change
depending on their utilization method and extensiveness
of exploration (Gielen et al., 2019). Extravagant exploitation of these worthy assets without regard for the natural
environment would be detrimental to future generations.
The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) adopted
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015 after realizing the grave consequences of inadequate resource management in the coming years. It established a framework

for global collaboration in order to create a sustainable
future (Gielen et al., 2019). At the same time, being one
of the oldest industries, the construction sector continues
to play an important role in human development and is
responsible for contributing to this goal. The construction
industry is the least sustainable in the world, using almost
half of all non-renewable sources (Opoku, 2019). As a
result, with the expected increase in the number of construction projects in the following years, there is a clear
need to take a ‘greener route’ in the construction sector to
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assure a more sustainable prospect (Bohari et al., 2017).
Globally, the aggregate market is expected to grow at a
pace of 5.2% each year (Gursel & Ostertag, 2019).
The demand for construction materials, particularly
concrete, is now increasing as a result of the growing number of development projects. Concrete is the second most
used material after water, and its production consumes a
massive quantity of raw resources, leading to undesirable
effects on the environment (Opon & Henry, 2019). As the
need for concrete rises, more raw materials, such as fine
and coarse aggregates, must be exploited from the environment. In Malaysia, sand and gravel production grew by
nearly 11%, from more than 40 million tonnes in 2015 to
nearly 45 million tonnes the following year (Muthusamy
et al., 2020). One of the primary construction materials
is natural sand. Excessive mining of natural sand from
mines or mining would have a negative impact on the
environment and living beings. Uncontrolled exploitation
devastates the mining ecosystem, different aquatic species,
and the local community’s water sources (Sathiparan &
De Zoysa, 2018). Other issues associated with sand mining include erosion, land loss, and an increase in poverty
(Farahani & Bayazidi, 2018). The supply of natural sand
has steadily declined during the last two decades. Another
option is to crush the quarried stones into fine aggregate,
but environmental and noise consequences make it unsuitable for green construction. Nevertheless, it would
be more cost-effective and ecologically friendly to utilize
industrial wastes instead of mining sand in concrete without altering the concrete’s characteristics (Kassem et al.,
2018). As a result, the current scarcity of raw materials
underscores the importance of identifying alternative local
waste materials generated constantly in massive amounts
and may be used as fine aggregate replacements in mass
concrete production.
Population growth and the associated demands for
a more comfortable lifestyle have pushed up energy demand throughout time. Coal-fired power plants provide
nearly 40% of the world’s electricity (Muthusamy et al.,
2020), making it critical to the iron and steel industry.
According to current projections, coal-fired power plants
are expected to provide almost half of the world’s electricity in 2030 (Yao et al., 2015). Southeast Asia’s energy
demand has increased by 60% in the last 15 years (Mamat et al., 2019). Malaysia’s energy supply increased from
nearly 34,000 kilotonnes of oil equivalent (ktoe) in 1980
to more than 90,000 kilotonnes of oil equivalent (ktoe) in
2015, according to the Malaysia Energy Statistics Handbook 2017 (Malaysia Energy Commission, 2017). Future
electricity generation is predicted to use less oil and more
coal, with the latter accounting for up to 36.5% of total
energy consumption (Chua & Oh, 2010). Malaysia Energy
Statistics Handbook (Malaysia Energy Commission, 2017)
states that coal is a natural resource utilized in electricity generation, with usage increasing from 8.3% in 1996
to more than 42% in 2015. Fly ash and bottom ash, the
industry’s waste products, have also risen in many parts

of the world at the same period. In India, the US, Europe,
and Malaysia together bottom ash production reaches millions of tonnes per year, causing environmental difficulties
(Mangi et al., 2019).
Bottom ash from the combustion of coal is called coal
bottom ash (CBA). Boilers produce this by-product, which
accounts for 10–20% of coal ash (Argiz et al., 2018). According to its chemical composition, CBA is a complicated
combination of metal carbonates and oxides (Tian et al.,
2020). Because the ash is a waste product, it is dumped at
a landfill or dumped in the water. Prior to being removed,
bottom ash and fly ash are often combined in some power
plants (Argiz et al., 2018). CBA discharge in the open air
is dangerous to people and the environment (Singh & Siddique, 2016). Singh et al. (2018) reported the increased
chance of skin, lung, and bladder cancer owing to CBA exposure. Additionally, due to the toxicity of ash disposal, it
pollutes the environment, including the air and water supply. Besides, dumping slurry-type CBA in lakes can lead
to a wide range of environmental issues (Shahbaz et al.,
2016; Rathnayake et al., 2018). Indirectly, the management
of CBA waste necessitates time, manpower, and financial
resources. A major concern is the growing amount of ash
being produced and the lack of suitable dumping sites.
As a result, employing this material as one of the blended
constituents in new concrete products will reduce the
amount of landfill waste, as well as save time, money, and
energy associated with removing it from the environment.
With the use of this strategy, production costs would be
reduced, and environmental protection would be improved by reducing waste (Siddique & Cachim, 2018).
In comparison with the natural aggregates, CBA possesses lower specific gravity because of the existence of
voids in the particles (Singh & Siddique, 2016). Hence,
the use of CBA as aggregate can decrease the density of
the concrete (Baite et al., 2016). CBA can be classified as
a pozzolanic material due to its high silica content (Kurama & Kaya, 2008; Singh et al., 2018). The properties of
CBA particles have motivated researchers to examine the
feasibility of using them as fine or coarse aggregates in
concrete. Table 1 provides a summary of the experimental
works performed on the impact of CBA on concrete’s mechanical properties. In general, the compressive strength,
flexural strength and modulus of elasticity of concrete
comprising CBA is affected by the CBA replacement ratio, physical properties of CBA, and the w/c ratio (Singh
et al., 2018).
It can be observed from the literature review those researchers aimed to examine the mechanical properties of
the concrete comprising CBA. However, previous studies
have paid attention to the possibility of using CBA as a
fine aggregate in concrete production. On the other hand,
the majority of earlier research focused on CBA as a 0
to 40% sand substitute. As a result, more research is required regarding using CBA as a sand replacement at a
percentage of 50 to 100%. Besides, contradictory results
can be found regarding the effects of using CBA on the
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Table 1. Summary of past research on the use of CBA as aggregates in mortar and concrete
Reference

Country of
research

CBA replacement
ratio (%)

Lee et al. (2010)

South Korea

0% to 30%

Onprom et al.
(2015)

Thailand

0% to 30%

Effects
Compressive strength
Reduced for all
replacement ratios
–

Flexural strength

Young’s modulus

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

Enhanced at 10%
replacement ratio

–

Kurama et al. (2009) Turkey

25% to 100%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

–

Bai et al. (2005)

Northern
Ireland

0% to 100%

Enhanced at 30%
replacement ratio

–

–

Sachdeva and
Khurana (2015)

India

20% to 50%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

Yüksel and Genç
(2007)

Turkey

10% to 50%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

Yüksel et al. (2011)

Turkey

25% to 100%

Enhanced at 75%
replacement ratio

Kurama and Kaya
(2008)

Turkey

0% to 25%

Enhanced at 10%
replacement ratio

Lee et al. (2010)

South Korea

0% to 100%

Enhanced at 25%
replacement ratio

–

–

Kou and Poon
(2009)

China

0% to 100%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

–

Topçu and Bilir
(2010)

–

0% to 100%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Sani et al. (2010)

Malaysia

10% to 50%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

–

Abubakar and
Baharudin (2012)

Malaysia

10% to 50%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

–

Kim and Lee (2011)

Republic of
Korea

25% to 100%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Kumar et al. (2014)

India

0% to 20%

Enhanced at 10%
replacement ratio

–

–

Siddique (2013)

India

0% to 30%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

–

Aswathy and Paul
(2015)

India

10% to 50%

Enhanced at 20%
replacement ratio

Singh and Siddique
(2014)

India

0% to 100%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Hamzah et al. (2016) Malaysia

5% to 30%

Enhanced at 10%
replacement ratio

–

–

Kiran Kumar et al.
(2018)

India

10% to 50%

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Muthusamy et al.
(2018)

Malaysia

10% to 40%

Enhanced at 30%
replacement ratio

Rafieizonooz et al.
(2016)

Malaysia

0% to 100%

Enhanced at 50%
replacement ratio

Enhanced at 50%
replacement ratio

–

Balasubramaniam
and Thirugnanam
(2015)

India

10% to 30%

Enhanced at 10%
replacement ratio

Enhanced at 10%
replacement ratio

–

Bakoshi et al. (1998) Japan

0% to 50%

Enhanced at 20%
replacement ratio

Enhanced at 20%
replacement ratio

–

Kasemchaisiri and
Tangtermsirikul
(2008)

0% to 20%

Enhanced at 15%
replacement ratio

Thailand

–
Enhanced at 10%
replacement ratio

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Enhanced at 30%
replacement ratio

Reduced for all
replacement ratios
–

–

–
–

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

Reduced for all
replacement ratios

–

Reduced for all
replacement ratios
–

–
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mechanical properties of concrete. For instance, studies
such as Sani et al. (2010), Topçu and Bilir (2010), Abubakar and Baharudin (2012), Siddique (2013), Kumar et al.
(2014) concluded a negative response in compressive
strength variation due to the replacement of fine aggregate
with CBA. However, in some exceptional studies (Yüksel
& Genç 2007; Singh & Siddique, 2014; Aswathy & Paul,
2015; Hamzah et al., 2016), the incorporation of CBA led
to an enhancement in the compressive strength of concrete with varying degrees. Moreover, several studies have
been performed on the replacement of CBA as natural aggregates in normal concrete. However, relatively limited
research has been published on the use of CBA as fine
aggregates replacement in lightweight foamed concrete
(LFC), as one of the most well-known lightweight concretes (LWC). LFC is produced by mixing mortar and the
foaming agent. There are various foaming agents, such as
synthetic surfactants, carbon powder, hydrogen peroxide,
Foaming C, SLS, stable foam, FoamTek, and aluminum
powder (Singh & Siddique, 2016; Argiz et al., 2018; Tian
et al., 2020). The presence of voids inside the LFC can
highly reduce the weight and enhance the thermal insulation of concrete (Singh et al., 2018). LFC with higher
water absorption capacity generally possesses lower compressive strength than normal concrete (Shahbaz et al.,
2016). Generally, the strength of LFC is influenced by the
water-to-cement ratio (w/c), air-to-cement ratio, sand-tocement ratio (s/c), and properties of the foaming agent
(Rathnayake et al., 2018). Foamed concrete is a wellknown kind of lightweight concrete that is developed by
combining mortar with foam. It offers a number of benefits over conventional OPC concrete, since the voids lower
the density of concrete. In general, it is utilised to reduce
noise and to enhance the insulating characteristics (Chung
et al., 2019). The strength of foamed concrete is impacted
not only by the water to cement ratio, but also by the air to
cement ratio; the reduced air content caused by the high
water to cement ratio, and the type of the foamed agent
have an effect on the foamed concrete’s strength (Falliano
et al., 2018; Alnahhal et al., 2021, 2022). Additionally, the
sand content of foamed concrete influences its compressive strength. It was reported that an increased sand to
cement ratio decreased the strength of foamed concrete
(Hamidah et al., 2005). Further, the use of FA in the lightweight concrete had been investigated (Majhi & Nayak,
2019; Patel et al., 2019; Satpathy et al., 2019; Majhi et al.,
2021a, 2021b; Patel & Nayak, 2021). Researchers examined and reported the influence of CBA on the hardened
characteristics of foamed concrete (Yang et al., 2019, 2020;
Gencel et al., 2021).
Accordingly, this research aimed to examine the influence of CBA as fine aggregates replacement on the
mechanical properties of LFC. First, the chemical and
physical properties of CBA particles, including chemical
compositions, specific gravity, and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, were studied. Next, experimental studies were performed by replacing fine CBA with
normal sand varying in replacement ratios (25%, 50%,

75%, and 100%). The investigated mechanical properties
were workability, compressive strength, splitting tensile
strength, water absorption, and modulus of elasticity.

1. Materials
1.1. Ordinary Portland cement (OPC)
The ordinary Portland cement (OPC) used in this study
fulfilled the requirements of ASTM C150-14 (American
Society for Testing and Materials [ASTM], 2014a). Table 2
shows the chemical composition, fineness, setting time,
consistency, and compressive strength of the utilized cement.
Table 2. Chemical and physical properties
of the utilized OPC and CBA
Chemical
composition

FA
(%)

CBA
(%)

SiO2

9.91

50.41 Fineness (m2/kg)

Al2O3

2.76

15.52 Initial setting time (min)

125

Fe2O3

4.37

6.96 Final setting time (min)

210

CaO

64.00

2.53

MgO

0.93

0.90 3 days

Physical properties (OPC)
281.4

Compressive strength (MPa)
31.0

SO3

2.30

0.32 7 days

38.9

K2O

0.74

0.75 28 days

48.4

Na2O

0.44

0.39 Consistency (%)

27

LOI

1.10

5.73 Specific gravity

3.15

1.2. Fine aggregates
A single source of CBA was collected from the Jimah
power plant (Figure 1) located in Port Dickson, Malaysia. CBA was graded following the designation of ASTM
C33/C33M-13 (ASTM, 2013a). CBA was sieved through
a 4.75 mm sieve before being used to replace sand in this
study. Figure 1 displays the scanning electron microscopic image of CBA particles which have irregular angularshaped particles. The voids present on the particle surface
indeed verifies the porous nature of the CBA, leading to
higher water absorption of CBA particles than natural fine
aggregates. Baite et al. (2016) reported the same results
regarding the notable water absorption of CBA particles
due to their porous nature. CBA was chemically analyzed
and found to be mostly comprised of silica and alumina.
CBA could be classified as Class-F pozzolan materials in
accordance with ASTM C618-14 (ASTM, 2014b). The
physical characteristics of CBA employed in this investigation are given in Table 3. Loss of ignition (LOI) was calculated using a muffle furnace according to ASTM C114-14
(ASTM, 2014c).
The mining sand was used as conventional fine aggregate. The fine aggregate complied with the requirements
of ASTM C778-13 (ASTM, 2013b). Physical properties of
the utilized mining sand are given in Table 3. The maximum size of the mining sand used in this research was
4.75 mm. Sieve analysis was conducted based on ASTM
C136/C136M-14 (ASTM, 2014d).
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Figure 1. Coal bottom ash (CBA) lagoon at Jimah power plant, Malaysia and SEM image of CBA
Table 3. Physical properties of CBA and mining sand
Property

CBA

Mining sand

≤4.75 mm

≤4.75 mm

Specific gravity

2.21

2.61

Fineness modulus

1.67

2.32

Particle size (mm)

1.3. Foaming agent
For producing lightweight foamed concrete (LFC), a
foaming agent with a specific gravity of 1.10, was employed. The foaming agent and water were mixed in the
foam generator with a proportion of 1:25 based on the
volume required. Air pressure was induced into the foam
generator to fabricate foam with a density of 50 kg/m3.

1.4. Water
Portable tap water was utilized for producing LFC. The
water-to-cement ratio (w/c) and the water-to-sand ratio
(w/s) were adjusted to obtain the least consistency of mortar based on ASTM C270-14 (ASTM, 2014e).

1.5. Mixture proportions
The replacement of the sand was based on the specific
gravities of mining sand and CBA to produce the same
paste volume LFC specimens. In this study, the mining
sand was replaced with the CBA fine aggregate at replacement ratios of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% by volume.
To this end, the volume of the mining sand was calculated
using its specific gravity and then replaced with CBA having the same volume. Three different sizes of fine aggregates, namely less than 4.75 mm, below 2.36 mm, and less
than 0.6 mm, were considered. This was to investigate the
effects of fine aggregates size on the mechanical performance of LFC. Table 4 presents the proportions for all the
mixtures with various CBA replacement ratios and fine
aggregate sizes. NFC and FCBA mixes denote the control
mortars and mortars containing fine CBA, respectively.
The cement content was fixed at 522 kg/m3 and the parameter w/c ratio was taken as 0.45. The densities of mixtures were kept in the range of ± 50 difference corresponding to the target density of 1300 kg/m3.

Table 4. Mix proportion
Group

I

II

II

Mix
designation
NFC-4.75
25FCBA-4.75
50FCBA-4.75
75FCBA-4.75
100FCBA-4.75
NFC-2.36
25FCBA-2.36
50FCBA-2.36
75FCBA-2.36
100FCBA-2.36
NFC-0.6
25FCBA-0.6
50FCBA-0.6
75FCBA-0.6
100FCBA-0.6

Max size of fine
aggregates (mm)

4.75

2.36

0.6

CBA replacement
ratio (%)

CBA
(kg/m3)

Cement
(kg/m3)

0
25
50
75
100
0
25
50
75
100
0
25
50
75
100

0
130.5
261
391.5
522
0
130.5
261
391.5
522
0
130.5
261
391.5
522

522
522
522
522
522
522
522
522
522
522
522
522
522
522
522

Free water w/c
Sand
Foam
(L/m3)
ratio (kg/m3) (kg/m3)
235
235
235
235
235
235
235
235
235
235
235
235
235
235
235

0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45

522
391.5
261
130.5
0
522
391.5
261
130.5
0
522
391.5
261
130.5
0

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
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1.6. Casting and curing of samples
The same mixing method process was conducted for preparing all the mixes. As discussed before, the fresh density
of LFC was taken as 1300 ± 50 kg/m3. The total employed
mining sand in the control specimens was 522 kg/m3,
which was then replaced by 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%
CBA by volume. For preparing the specimens, the cement
and fine aggregate were first mixed for about three minutes using the dry mixing method. Next, water was added
to the obtained homogenous mixtures, and the mixing
process was continued for another three minutes. Finally,
the required amount of foam was added to the mixtures
to obtain the designed target density. After the mortar and
foam were mixed thoroughly, the density and workability
of the mixtures were measured to assure their consistency.
The pan mixer with a mixing speed of 50 rev/min was
used for mixing specimens. Depending on the tests performed, LFC was filled in the required steel molds. The vibrating table was used for compacting the mixtures as per
BS 1881-125:1986 (British Standards Institution, 1986).
All the molds were covered with plastic films and left at
the ambient temperature of the laboratory (23 °C ± 1) for
24 h. The specimens were then de-molded and were cured
inside the water tank at 21 °C ± 1 up to a defined age of
the experiment. The hardened mechanical properties of
each mixture were taken as the average of three specimens
having the same mixture proportion.

2. Test procedures
2.1. Mechanical properties
Three parameters, including the compressive strength
modulus of elasticity (E), and splitting tensile
strength ft′ , were determined for examining the effects
of replacing natural fine aggregates with CBA in the LFC.

( fc′ ) ,

( )

2.1.1. Compressive strength
Three 100 – mm cubes were tested to obtained the compressive strength of each LFC sample at the ages of 7- and
28- day as per EN 12390-3:2019 (European Committee
for Standardization, 2019). The compressive strength was
determined using compressive strength machine with the
maximum capacity of 300 kN at a space rate of 0.30 kN/s.
Compressive strength was defined by dividing the failure
load (P) induced on the specimen by the cube cross-sectional area (A), as follows:
P
fc′ = .
(1)
A
The compressive strength of each specimen was taken
as an average of three values. The difference between the
compressive strength of each specimen with the average
compressive strength was less than 10%.
2.1.2. Splitting tensile strength
The splitting tensile strength test was conducted by imposing the axial load on Ø100×200 mm cylindrical specimens
at the age of 28 days, based on ASTM C496-11 (ASTM,
2011). The splitting tensile strength ft′ is governed by:

( )

2P
,
(2)
πLd
where the term P is the failure load, L denotes the average
length of the specimen, and d is the average diameter of
the specimen.
ft′ =

2.1.3. Modulus of elasticity (MOE)
Strain measuring tools and compression testing machines
were used for finding the modulus of elasticity (MOE) of
specimens, according to ASTM C469/C469M-14 (ASTM,
2014f). Based on Hooke’s Law, stress is directly proportional to strain, as follows:
σ = Eε,

(3)

in which σ (MPa) represents stress, E (MPa) is the modulus of elasticity, and ε is the strain.

2.2. Water absorption
The water absorption test was performed to assess the
quantity of water that the specimens could absorb under specific conditions based on their porosities. The test
was conducted by concrete cube specimens measuring
100×100×100 mm in line with ASTM C642-13 (ASTM,
2013c), at the age of 28 days. Specimens were oven-dried
at 105 ± 5 °C for at least two days until achieving a stable weight. The samples were soaked in water to allow
sorption to continue until saturation, at which point they
were cooled to room temperature. The water absorption of
specimens was determined using the following equation:
(Ws − Wd ) × 100%,
(4)
Water absorption
=
Ws
in which Ws and Wd are the mass of the oven-dried specimen in air and the mass of the surface-dry specimen in
ambient temperature after immersion, respectively.

2.3. Ultrasonic pulse velocity
Prior to performing the compressive strength test, the
Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) test was performed on
100 mm cube specimens at the ages of 7- and 28-days
to evaluate the quality of concrete, in accordance with
ASTM C597-09 (ASTM, 2009). UPV test can provide valuable information regarding the quality of the concrete,
such as consistency, cracks, cavities, and deficiencies. The
traveling time for a pulse between the ends of samples
was measured using a portable ultrasonic non-destructive
digital indicating tester with adjoining transducers. The
pulse velocity of a material is determined by its elastic
characteristics and density, which are linked to the concrete’s compressive strength and quality. It is simple to use,
and the results are immediate.

2.4. Microstructure analysis
2.4.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy analysis
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was conducted as
part of this investigation. The specimens for the SEM
tests were collected form the lightweight foamed concrete
specimens of sand sizes 4.75, 2.36 and 0.6 mm for all the
CBA sand replacement (0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%).
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2.4.2. X-ray diffraction

3.2. Workability

In order to study the effect of foam in the mortar, X-ray
diffraction test was performed for the mixes of 100% mining sand without foam and with foam.

Fresh concrete’s workability is a multi-faceted issue that
comprises a variety of compatibility, stability, and mobility
needs. The use of industrial by-products in LFC as a whole
or partial replacement for sand by CBA may influence the
mix’s fresh concrete characteristics. Slump is a metric to
determine the consistency or workability of a concrete
mix. The flowability of LFC specimens incorporating different CBA replacement ratios of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and
100% having different sand sizes is presented in Figure 2.
Figure 3 is showing the flow table set up. It can be observed
from the results that regardless of the size of the fine aggregates, an increase in levels of sand replacement by CBA
led to a significant reduction in slump values of mixtures.
Slump values of specimens 25FCBA-4.75, 50FCBA-4.75,
75FCBA-4.75, and 100FCBA-4.75 were decreased by 1.6%,
5.83%, 5.48% and 8.54%, respectively, when compared to
the control specimen NFC-4.75. Control specimen NFC2.36 had a slump value of around 60 mm, whereas the
slump values of the specimens 25FCBA-2.36, 50FCBA2.36, 75FCBA-2.36, and 100FCBA-2.36 were found lower
than the control specimen by 1.70%, 9.10%, 7.14%, and
13.20%, respectively. The control specimen NFC-0.6
showed a slump value of 54.5 mm, whereas slump values
of specimens 25FCBA-0.6, 50FCBA-0.6, 75FCBA-0.6, and
100FCBA-0.6 were reduced by 2.83%, 15.95%, 11.22%,
and 21.11%, respectively, compared to the control specimen. Replacing mining sand with CBA fine aggregates
improves the texture of the concrete by adding more irregular and fine-shaped porous particles to the mix, which
are often quite rough. Accordingly, it increases the interparticle friction that obstructs the flow of fresh concrete.
Replacing mining sand with CBA fine aggregates improves
the texture of the concrete by adding more irregular and
fine-shaped porous particles to the mix, which are often
quite rough. Accordingly, it increases the inter-particle
friction that obstructs the flow of fresh concrete. As a result, increasing the use of CBA as a replacement for mining sand lowers the workability of concrete for fixed w/c.
These findings are similar to those of Singh and Siddique
(2014). Rafieizonooz et al. (2016) found a similar pattern,
with concrete containing CBA having lower workability.

3.1. Density
The fresh density and oven-dry density (ODD), saturated
density, and ambient density of LFC with CBA as sand
replacement are shown in Table 5. Because of the water
saturation inside the concrete pores, the saturated density
of specimens was generally larger than the fresh and target densities, as shown in Table 5. As a result, the ovendry density (ODD) is often regarded as a stable amount
for the purpose of design or density. The ODDs were in
the range of 1092–1247 kg/m3 for LFC specimens with
sand size below 4.75 mm. For LFC specimens cast with
sand sizes smaller than 2.75 mm, the ODDs were between
1008–1190 kg/m3. The values of ODD for LFC specimens
with sand sizes smaller than 0.6 mm were in the range
of 1032–1332 kg/m3. As shown in Table 5, for group one
specimens, the greatest densities were obtained for specimen 25FCBA-4.75, in which the fresh density and ODD
were found to be 6.19% and 7.31% greater than the control
specimen NFC-4.75, respectively. The 50FCBA-2.36 specimen showed the highest density values among the second
group samples with a 4.30% increase in fresh density and
180.6% in ODD compared to NFC-2.36 control concrete.
Concerning LFC mixtures cast with the sieve size of smaller than 0.6 mm, replacing 100% of mining sand volume
with CBA particles led to a 15.91% and 17.67% increase
in fresh density and ODD of the control specimen NFC0.6, which were the greatest than other specimens from
the same group.
Table 5. Density of specimens (kg/m3)
Mix
designation

Density (kg/m3)
Target Fresh Oven-dry Ambient Saturated

NFC-4.75
1293
25FCBA-4.75
1373
50FCBA-4.75 1300 1342
75FCBA-4.75
1350
100FCBA-4.75
1280
NFC-2.36
1280
25FCBA-2.36
1270
50FCBA-2.36 1300 1335
75FCBA-2.36
1298
100FCBA-2.36
1249
NFC-0.6
1276
25FCBA-0.6
1220
50FCBA-0.6
1300 1265
75FCBA-0.6
1312
100FCBA-0.6
1479

1162
1247
1200
1092
1210
1008
1169
1190
1142
1074
1132
1032
1138
1137
1332

1248
1336
1251
1302
1240
1137
1216
1234
1177
1100
1221
1037
1148
1162
1369

1449
1555
1470
1529
1502
1409
1440
1337
1319
1194
1300
1159
1367
1376
1540

65
60
Slump (mm)

3. Results and discussion
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Figure 2. Influence of fine aggregate size and CBA replacement
ratio on the workability of LFC
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Figure 3. The flow table test setup and test

Another consideration is the impact of the size of fine
particles on the workability of LFC. Regardless of CBA
content, the flow test results were reduced by lowering
the fine aggregate size, as shown in Figure 2. When the
fine aggregate size was lowered from 4.75 mm to 2.36 mm
and 0.6 mm, the slump value decreased from 64 mm to
60 mm and 55 mm, respectively. The explanation for this
might be the impact of fine aggregate shape, specific surface area, and gradation on workability. By increasing the
aggregate size, the small particle content and total specific
surface area of the aggregate were decreased. This decreased the cement mortar adhered around the aggregate.
Consequently, the slump of the mixture was increased by
increasing the aggregate size (Elsharief et al., 2005; Kabir
et al., 2017).
The results presented in Figure 2 indicate that the intensity of replacing mining sand with CBA on reducing
the workability was reduced by increasing the aggregate
size. When 100% of the mining sand was replaced with
CBA, the flow of the control specimen with a sand size of
4.75 mm was observed to decrease by less than 8.5%. In
contrast, the same CBA replacement ratio in the specimen
cast with 0.6 mm mining sand decreased workability by
more than 21%. This might be ascribed to the cumulative
influence of fine aggregate size and CBA replacement ratio
on LFC flowability.

3.3. Compressive strength development
The LFC compressive strength of all CBA replacement
levels for 7- and 28-day curing periods and both curing
methods are shown in Table 6. Besides, the relationship
between the compressive strength and oven-dry density
of specimens is given in Figure 4. As shown in Table 6,
specimens cured in the water presented higher compressive strengths than their counterparts cured in the ambient conditions. Additionally, the compressive strength development pattern of CBA concrete with the curing period
was similar to that of control concrete. The 7-day com-

pressive strengths of water-cured specimens 25FCBA-4.75,
50FCBA-4.75, 75FCBA-4.75, and 100FCBA-4.75 were
83.63%, 77.10%, 84.21%, and 76.32% of their 28-day compressive strengths, respectively, whereas, at the curing age
of 7 days, the control mixture NFC-4.75 gained 63.64%
of its 28-day compressive strength. The same relationship
can be observed between the 7-day-to-28-day compressive strength ratio of LFCs cast with fine aggregate sizes
smaller than 2.36 mm and smaller than 0.6 mm. Watercured specimens 25FCBA-2.36, 50FCBA-2.36, 75FCBA2.36, and 100FCBA-2.36 at the age of 7 days could achieve
95.65%, 80.55%, 78.80%, and 69.60% of their 28-day compressive strengths, respectively, whereas, at the curing age
of 7 days, the control mixture NFC-2.36 gained 71.42% of
its 28-day compressive strength. Water-cured specimens
25FCBA-0.6, 50FCBA-0.6, 75FCBA-0.6, and 100FCBA-0.6
at the age of 7 days could achieve 57.14%, 80.34%, 90.14%,
and 81.34% of their 28-day compressive strengths, respectively, whereas, at the curing age of 7 days, the control
mixture NFC-2.36 gained 66.67% of its 28-day compressive strength. Accordingly, it can be concluded from the
results achieved for the effect of CBA replacement ratio
on the 7-day to 28-day compressive strength of LFC that
replacing mining sand with CBA fine particles could improve the initial strength development of concrete.
There was an increase in compressive strength when
CBA fine particles were used in place of mining sand, as
shown in Table 6 and Figure 4. However, the influence
of the CBA replacement ratio on compressive strength
varies according to the size of the fine aggregate used in
the concrete. It can be observed from Figures 4a and 4b
that the compressive strength of specimens was increased
initially by increasing the CBA replacement ratio, then
gradually decreased. As shown in Figure 4a, replacing
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of mining sand with the sieve
size of smaller than 4.75 mm with CBA fine aggregates increased the compressive strength of the control specimen
from 3.3 MPa to 5.5 MPa, 4.8 MPa, 3.8 MPa, and 3.8 MPa,
respectively. Likewise, when mining sand aggregate with
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the sieve size of smaller than 2.36 mm was replaced
with 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% CBA fine aggregates, the
compressive strength was increased from 1.65 MPa to
2.3 MPa, 3.6 MPa, 3.3 MPa, and 2.3 MPa, respectively. The
significant difference in compressive strengths between
specimens 25FCBA-4.75 and 50FCBA-2.36 and their corresponding control specimens could be attributed to additional pozzolanic reactions from CBA fine aggregates,
which increased this unexpected improvement in bonding
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Figure 4. Relationship of the compressive strength
and oven-dry density of LFC specimens
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strength between particles (Ghadzali et al., 2020). Hence,
it can be stated based on the finding of the current investigation that the optimum replacement ratios of CBA fine
aggregates for the sieve sizes smaller than 4.75 mm and
smaller than 2.36 mm were 25% and 50% of volume sand,
respectively to lead to the greatest compressive strength
in this research. The reduction in the intensity of improving the compressive strength of specimens NFC-4.75 and
NFC.2.36 for CBA replacement ratios beyond 25% and
50% could be because of the constant amount of the w/c
ratio used in the current study. As discussed before, CBA
fine aggregates have a higher water absorption than rive
sand aggregates. The high-water absorption of CBA aggregates led to a reduction in the hydration process, making the cement not act efficiently as a binder component
because of a lack of water. Consequently, more water was
required to continue the strength improvement of the
specimen by replacing sand volume with CBA aggregates.
The test results of this research are consistent with those
reported in previous investigations (Balasubramaniam &
Thirugnanam, 2015; Muthusamy et al., 2021). Similar to
LFCs with sieve sizes smaller than 4.75 mm and smaller
than 2.36 mm, the compressive strength of LFC with the
fine aggregates smaller than 0.6 mm was increased by replacing mining sand with CBA particles. However, the rate
of strength enhancement increased steadily when the CBA
replacement ratio increased, as opposed to the previous
specimens, as shown in Figure 4c. Accordingly, the optimum mining sand volume replacement ratio with CBA
particles when the sieve size was smaller than 0.6 mm was
found to be 100%.
As shown in Figure 4, in general, replacing mining
sand volume with CBA fine aggregates increased the density of specimens. Besides, a direct relationship can be
Table 6. Compressive strength of 7- and 28-day
for both curing conditions

100FCBA-2.36

900
75FCBA-2.36

0
50FCBA-2.36

950
25FCBA-2.36

0.5

ODD (Kg/m3)

4

NFC-2.36

Compressive strength (MPa)

b) Sieve size 2.36 mm
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NFC
25FCBA-4.75
50FCBA-4.75
75FCBA-4.75
100FCBA-4.75
NFC-2.36
25FCBA-2.36
50FCBA-2.36
75FCBA-2.36
100FCBA-2.36
NFC-0.6
25FCBA-0.6
50FCBA-0.6
75FCBA-0.6
100FCBA-0.6

Compressive strength, Compressive strength,
MPa (7-day)
MPa (28-day)
Water

Ambient

Water

Ambient

2.1
4.6
3.7
3.2
2.9
2.0
2.2
2.9
2.6
1.6
3.2
1.6
6.5
7.3
10.9

1.8
3.8
3.0
3.2
3.0
1.9
2.4
2.3
2.2
1.6
3.0
1.5
3.7
5.1
9.0

3.3
5.5
4.8
3.8
3.8
1.6
2.3
3.6
3.3
2.3
5.5
2.8
4.6
7.0
13.4

2.1
3.8
2.8
3.4
2.9
1.2
2.6
2.1
1.8
1.6
3.4
1.5
3.8
5.0
8.7
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3.4. Splitting tensile strength
The 28-day splitting tensile strength results of LFC mixtures with 50% and 100% CBA replacement ratios are presented in Figure 5. The test results show that the splitting
tensile stress followed the same pattern as compressive
strength. For the specimen cast with the sieve size smaller
than 4.75 mm, the splitting tensile strength was increased
from the control specimen NFC-4.75 to 50FCBA-4.75
and 100FCBA-4.75 as 56.47% and 38.34%, respectively.
Similarly, replacing 50% and 100% mining sand volume
with CBA fine particles in the control specimen with
the fine aggregates smaller than 2.36 mm increased its
tensile strength by 18.34% and nearly 15%, respectively.
Likewise, the inclusion of CBA in the control specimen
cast with the sieve size smaller than 0.6 mm led to enhancing its splitting tensile strength. However, the rate of
strength increment was remarkably higher than the previous samples. As shown in Figure 5, the splitting tensile
strength of the control specimen NFC-0.6 was found to be
0.77 MPa, which was increased to 0.77 MPa and approximately 1.5 MPa by substituting 50% and 100% of mining
sand aggregates volume with CBA particles, respectively.
The most prominent influence of replacing mining sand
with CBA fine aggregates was observed when the entire
mining sand aggregates with the sieve size of smaller than
0.6 mm were replaced with CBA particles. This was comparable to the impact of replacing mining sand with CBA
on the compressive strength of LFC described earlier. The
results of the incorporation of CBA in LFC on the splitting tensile strength were in good agreement with the ones
reported by Singh and Siddique (2014) and Aggarwal and
Siddique (2014). In general, the splitting tensile strength
of LFC is influenced by the paste quality and the compres-

sive strength. However, the influence of the former is more
than the latter. Fine aggregate characteristics also have an
impact on the concrete’s paste quality and interfacial transition zone, influencing the tensile strength (Singh & Siddique, 2014). The performance of tensile strength owing
to the inclusion of CBA in the concrete mix may be an
indicator of C-S-H gel formation. The pozzolanic reaction
helped to enhance the amount of C-S-H gel produced by
the hydration process, which improved aggregate bonding and made high-strength concrete stronger and denser
(Ghafoori & Bucholc, 1997).
The relationship between the compressive strength and
tensile strength of LFC having CBA as fine aggregates is
presented in Figure 6. According to the test results, the
following equation is proposed for predicting the tensile
strength of LFC with CBA as fine aggregates:

( )

0.67

ft′ = 0.2515 fc'

.

(5)

The acceptable correlation of the proposed equation indicates that it can be used for calculating the splitting tensile strength of LFC including CBA as fine aggregates with
respect to the compressive strength. The model derived
from the current investigation’s test findings is similar to
the CEB-FIP code for concrete buildings (Comite Euro-

( )

′
International Du Beton, 1990) equation ft′ = 0.30 fcyl
′
′
where fcyl = 0.8 fcu .

2
3,

1.6
Splitting tensile strength (MPa)

found between the compressive strength of LFC with its
density. Researchers have previously reported on the favorable effect of pozzolanic reaction by coal bottom ash
on the densification of concrete internal structure (Madhkhan & Katirai, 2019; Muthusamy et al., 2021). Cheriaf
et al. (1999) reported that CBA particles show a low pozzolanic activity during the first two weeks of curing age.
By contrast, they react with calcium hydroxide after two
weeks of the curing period, generating C-S-H gel and
needles. Furthermore, cement hydration generates alkali
calcium hydroxide, which interacts with the reactive silica
in CBA particles to form calcium silicate and aluminate
hydrates. Increasing the curing age and CBA replacement
ratio results in a higher quantity of calcium silicate and
aluminate hydrates. As a result, the produced calcium
silicate and aluminate hydrates would fill the voids in the
interfacial transition zone, resulting in enhanced compressive strength. The developed pozzolanic activity of CBA
fine aggregates may have negated the impacts of variables
that lower the compressive strength of mixes, such as porosity, after 14 days of curing age. The pozzolanic action of
CBA later neutralized the lowering components, increasing the compressive strength of the mixes.
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Figure 5. Influence of CBA replacement ratio on the splitting
tensile strength of LFC
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3.5. Modulus of elasticity

Table 7. UPV through LFC mixtures

Modulus of elasticity of LFC mixtures with 50% and 100%
CBA replacement ratios was achieved at the curing age of
28-day. The test results are displayed in Figure 7. It was
found that the modulus of elasticity of specimens cast
with the sieve size of smaller than 4.75 mm and smaller
than 0.6 mm increased in accordance with an increase of
replacement of mining sand aggregates with CBA fine aggregates. The modulus of elasticity of control specimen
NFC-4.75 was almost 4.2 GPa. When 50% and 100% of
mining sand was substituted with CBA, elastic modulus of NFC-4.75 increased to 4.23 GPa and 13.33 GPa,
respectively. The modulus of elasticity of LFC containing 50% and 100% CBA of smaller than 0.6 was 6.6 GPa
and 16 GPa, respectively which were remarkably higher
than the corresponding control specimen NFC-0.6 with
the elastic modulus of 4.2 GPa. Contrary to the previous
cases, replacing 50% and 100% of mining sand with the
sieve size of smaller than 2.36 reduced the elastic modulus
of control mixture NFC-2.36 to 1.05 GPa and 2.5 GPa,
respectively. As shown in Figure 7, the modulus of elasticity has a direct relationship with ODD. This finding was
confirmed by Kozłowski and Kadela (2018), who observed
that the modulus of elasticity of foamed concrete was increased with an increase in its density.

Mix
designation

UPV 28- day (km/s)

Ambient

Water

Ambient

Water

NFC

1.85

2.05

2.10

2.50

25FCBA-4.75

1.66

1.98

2.08

2.31

50FCBA-4.75

2.05

2.37

2.21

2.76

75FCBA-4.75

2.24

2.52

2.38

2.81

100FCBA-4.75

2.27

2.44

2.26

2.64

NFC-2.36

2.17

2.34

2.19

2.55

25FCBA-2.36

2.03

2.26

2.11

2.42

50FCBA-2.36

2.22

2.46

2.25

2.56

75FCBA-2.36

2.31

2.58

2.36

2.78

100FCBA-2.36

1.88

2.15

1.92

2.25

NFC-0.6

2.03

2.30

2.23

2.81

25FCBA-0.6

1.80

2.06

1.78

2.65

50FCBA-0.6

2.41

2.65

3.18

3.66

75FCBA-0.6

2.64

3.11

3.35

3.88

100FCBA-0.6

2.44

2.78

2.98

4.55

pared to their corresponding control mixtures. In contrast,
replacing 50% or 75% of the mining sand with CBA fine
aggregates improved the UPV values of mixes compared to
respective control specimens. For example, after a 28-day
curing period, the UPV values of the water-cured LFC combinations 50FCBA-4.75, 50FCBA-2.36, and 50FCBA-0.6
were increased by 10.40%, 23.53%, and 30.25%, respectively, in comparison to their corresponding control mixtures. At the same curing age, the UPV values for the
water-cured LFC mixes 75FCBA-4.75, 75FCBA-2.36, and
75FCBA-0.6 were higher by 12.40%, 9.01%, and 32.74%,
respectively, than for the control mixtures. When 100% of
the volume of mining sand is replaced with CBA fine aggregates, a similar trend is seen. However, the intensity of
the 100% CBA replacement ratio on increasing the UPV
values of the control mixes was lower when compared to
the 50% and 75% CBA replacement ratios. Higher pulse
velocities of LFC specimens with CBA than the control
ones might be due to a substantial reduction in permeable pore space. Almost the same results were observed

3.6. Ultrasonic pulse velocity
Table 7 displays the ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) findings for specimens cured under ambient and water conditions at 7- and 28-day ages. It can be observed from Table 7
that regardless of CBA content, increasing the curing age
increased the UPV values. Furthermore, LFCs cured in
the water had greater UPV values than those cured in
ambient circumstances. This was attributable to enhanced
pore structure and lower porosity as a result of increased
cement hydration reaction with no moisture loss from the
concrete sample. When 25% of the mining sand volume
was replaced with CBA fine aggregates, the UPV values
were lower than the control mixture. For example, after
28 days of curing, the UPV values of the water-cured LFC
mixes 25FCBA-4.75, 25FCBA-2.36, and 25FCBA-0.6 were
reduced by 7.60%, 5.10%, and 5.69%, respectively, com-
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Figure 7. Relationship between modulus of elasticity and compressive strength of LFC with CBA replacement ratio and ODD
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fcu = 0.35e ( 0.88UPV ) ,

(5)

in which fcu denotes the cube compressive strength (MPa)
and UPV is the transverse ultrasonic pulse velocity (km/s).

3.7. Water absorption and porosity
Water absorption test results of CBA concrete mixtures are
displayed in Figure 9. Besides, the ratio of water absorbed
by CBA concrete mixes to control concrete specimens
(WACBA/WAcont.), compressive strength, and ODD of concrete mixtures at the curing period of 28-day are given in
Table 8. Regardless of the CBA replacement ratio, replacing mining sand with the sieve size smaller than 4.75 mm
increased the water absorption of LFCs compared with
the control concrete NFC-4.75, as shown in Figure 9.
Water absorption was shown to increase with an increase
in CBA replacement ratio up to 75% for specimens cast
with fine aggregate sizes less than 4.75 mm, followed by
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by Rafieizonooz et al. (2016) who reported that for any
curing age, UPV values of concrete at low replacement
ratios of CBA fine aggregates were less than the control
concrete, whereas at high replacement ratios, the UPV
values for concrete were increased compared to that of
control mixtures.
Concerning the influence of the fine aggregate sieve
size on UPV results, it can be noticed from the results
that, in general, using finer aggregates could increase the
UPV values for both control mixtures and specimens with
CBA fine aggregates. For instance, the UPV test result of
the water-cured control mixture with 4.75 mm sieve size
was found to be 2.5, whereas it was increased by 2.0%
and 12.4% when sieve sizes of 2.36 mm and 0.6 mm were
used. The same trend can be observed when finer CBA aggregates were used in LFCs. This tendency may be related
to the improved filling ability of finer particles (Lim et al.,
2013). Larger aggregates were less uniform than smaller
aggregates. Therefore, the pores on the surface and interior of the specimens made with larger aggregates were
greater than those made with smaller aggregates. As defined by Neville and Brooks (2010), concrete having UPV
values ranging from 3.66 km/s to 4.58 km/s is classified as
“good quality”. In general, the UPV of mixes in which at
least 50% of the 0.6 mm sand was replaced with CBA fine
aggregates have good quality.
The relationship between compressive strength and
UPV of mixtures obtained in the current research is
shown in Figure 8. According to Figure 8, the UPV value
is directly proportional to the concrete strength. The UPV
values obtained were in agreement with the mixes’ ovendry density, as shown in Table 7. As a result, increasing
concrete density improves both the UPV value and the
concrete compressive strength. Based on the results, Eqn
(5) can be used to predict the cube compressive strength
according to the corresponding UPV value. The coefficient
determination of R2 = 0.7508 shows good relevance between the results and the regression curve:

Water absorption (%)

612

Figure 9. Variation in water absorption of LFC
with CBA content

a sudden drop in 100% CBA replacement ratio. Regarding the second group specimens cast with the sieve size of
smaller than 2.36, the concrete mixtures containing CBA
fine particles had a lower water absorption ratio than the
control specimen NFC-2.36. As shown in Figure 9, the
water absorption ratio of the control specimen NFC-2.36
was reduced from 49.64% to 33.20%, 26.90%, 38.13%, and
46.28% by replacing 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of mining
sand volume with CBA aggregates, respectively. For the
third group specimens cast with the sieve size smaller than
0.6 mm, except for the specimen 25FCBA-0,6, all other
CBA concrete mixtures had lower water absorption ratios
than the control concrete NFC-0.6. When 25% of mining
sand was replaced with CBA particles, the water absorption ratio of NFC-0.6 increased from 18.71% to 23.72%. In
contrast, CBA replacement levels of 50%, 75%, and 100%
resulted in water absorption ratios of 17.54%, 17.02%, and
15.60%, which were lower than the control specimen.
As shown in Table 8, the porosity of specimens
25FCBA-4.75 and 50FCBA-4.75 was lower than that of
the control specimen, which was consistent with their
greater ODD. In comparison, substituting 75% of the volume of mining sand with CBA particles raised the porosity of NFC-4.75 by 36.84% while decreasing its ODD by
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6.07%. As indicated in Table 8, specimen 75FCBA-4.75
had the highest porosity and smallest ODD when compared to the other specimens in the same group, which
corresponded to its maximum water absorption ratio. The
results obtained for the influence of replacing mining sand
with the sieve size smaller than 4.75 mm with CBA fine
particles on the water absorption of specimens were in
good agreement with the experimental work of Singh and
Siddique (2014). Table 8 shows that, except for the specimen 25FCBA-2.36, the other concrete mixes had nearly
the same porosity as the control specimen NFC-2.36 for
the second group specimens cast with a sieve size lower
than 2.36 mm. The ODD values of the CBA concrete mix,
on the other hand, were greater than those of the control specimen, which might explain why they had a lower
water absorption ratio than the NFC-2.36. When mining
sand volume was replaced with CBA aggregates in the
control specimen NFC-0.6, the porosity of the concrete
was decreased. In comparison to other concrete mixes
from the same group specimens, specimen 25FCBA-0.6
had the smallest ODD and, as a result, the greatest water
absorption ratio.
The results obtained for the water absorption of LFCs
cast with the sieve size of smaller than 4.75 mm are in
good agreement with the results reported by Singh and
Siddique (2014) and Siddique (2013). The cement paste
pores and the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between
the cement paste and aggregates are the two ways by
which water may be transported in the mortar. The type
of aggregates used in the concrete might significantly impact water transportation across the ITZ. According to
several studies, lightweight aggregate concrete has an ITZ
that is noticeably thinner than normal concrete (Zhang &
Gjørv, 1990; Elsharief et al., 2005; Kabir et al., 2017). In
the case of cement paste with lightweight aggregates, the
cement paste was slightly absorbed into lightweight aggre-
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gates with a porous structure and, accordingly, hydration
products, such as plate-like calcium hydroxide crystals,
were formed in the pores of the lightweight aggregates
and merged over the ITZ (Zhang & Gjørv, 1992; Kabir
et al., 2017). Furthermore, a pozzolanic interaction within
lightweight aggregates and hydration products occurred,
which made a denser microstructure of ITZ (Kim et al.,
2012; Kabir et al., 2017). On the other hand, the water absorption of foamed concrete is generally higher than nonfoamed concrete because of its lower density (Nambiar &
Ramamurthy, 2007). As a result, substituting mining sand
with sieve sizes less than 2.36 mm and 0.6 mm with CBA
fine aggregates reduced water absorption in lightweight
foamed concrete mixes.
For each set of LFCs with the considered fine aggregate
size, the specimen with the lowest WACBA/WAcont ratio
showed the highest compressive strength. When the sieve
size was less than 2.36 mm, the specimen 50FCBA-2.36,
which had a WACBA/WAcont ratio of 0.54, had the greatest compressive strength of 3.6 MPa when compared to
other specimens in the same group. Likewise, when the
sieve size was smaller than 0.6 mm, the specimen with the
greatest compressive strength was 100FCBA-0.6, which
had a strength of 13.4 MPa and the lowest WACBA/WAcont
ratio of 0.83.

3.8. Microstructure analysis
3.8.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy analysis
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of the
lightweight foamed concrete with 4.75, 2.36 and 0.6 mm
containing (0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) CBA as sand
replacement with a magnification factor of 200 µm and
100 µm are displayed in Figure 10 for each mix. It can be
noticed that Figure 10a presents the mixes with sand size
below 4.75 mm. The Figures 10b and 10c depict the mixes

Table 8. Relationship between the water absorption, compressive strength and ODD of LFC
Water absorption (%)

WACBA/WAcont

Porosity (%)

Compressive strength (MPa)

ODD (kg/m3)

NFC-4.75

12.96

–

57

3.3

1162

25FCBA-4.75

20.15

1.55

53

5.5

1247

50FCBA-4.75

26.70

2.06

53

4.8

1200

75FCBA-4.75

34.78

2.68

78

3.8

1092

100FCBA-4.75

15.71

1.21

56

3.8

1210

NFC-2.36

49.64

–

54

1.6

1008

25FCBA-2.36

33.20

0.67

63

2.3

1169

50FCBA-2.36

26.90

0.54

55

3.6

1190

75FCBA-2.36

38.13

0.77

55

3.3

1142

100FCBA-2.36

46.28

0.93

51

2.3

1074

NFC-0.6

18.71

–

63

5.5

1132

25FCBA-0.6

23.72

1.27

54

2.8

1032

50FCBA-0.6

17.54

0.94

52

4.6

1138

75FCBA-0.6

17.02

0.91

58

7.0

1137

100FCBA-0.6

15.60

0.83

60

13.4

1332

Mix designation
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a) SEM for sand 4.75 mm

b) SEM for sand 2.36 mm

c) SEM for sand 0.6 mm

Figure 10. Scanning Electron Micrograph of lightweight foamed concrete mixtures:
a – sand 4.75 mm; b – sand 2.36 mm; and c – sand 0.6 mm
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with sand sizes below 2.36 mm, and below 0.6 mm, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 10a that the interfacial
zones between the matrix and the voids were thin, leading
to a weak structure of the concrete. Besides, the presence
of micro cracks in the matrix can be found in the SEM results of the control concrete. These observations could be
attributed to the lower compressive strength of the control
concrete than LFC mixtures containing CBA fine aggregates. Replacing 25% of mining sand volume with CBA
particles resulted to a uniform distribution of the voids in
the LFC structure, as shown in Figure 10. By contrast, a
non-uniform distribution of the voids can be observed in
the LFC structure when 50% of the mining sand volume
was replaced with CBA particles, as displayed in Figure 10.
Besides, the matrix of the LFC concrete with 50% CBA as
sand replacement was more compact than previous mixtures. The SEM results of the mixes with 75% BA as sand
replacement. It can be seen from Figure 10 that the size
and number of the voids in the concrete were relatively
less than the control concrete, as well as LFCs with 25%
and 50% CBA as sand replacement. Concerning the mix
with 100% CBA as sand replacement, a sintering structure
can be noticed in the concrete, as shown in Figure 10. In
general, the results show that the voids and micro-pores
found in CBA-based foamed concrete were caused by the
porous foam structures and CBA particles, respectively.
It also can be seen from the mixes with 0.6 mm size
that the void structure was changed compared to the
other sizes. The voids distribution of the mixes with fine
aggregates of 4.75 mm size was large compared to the corresponding mixes with 0.6 mm size. Thus, the strength
enhancement in the mixes with 0.6 mm size is higher. Another point that can be noticed from SEM results is the
relationship between the size of the voids and the CBA
replacement ratio. As shown in Figure 10, the size of the
micro-voids was reduced by increasing the CBA replacement ratio. This could be attributed to the improvement
in the contact area between the cementitious material and
the CBA particles. Due to the high surface tension of water, cement forms a thin shell covering the components’
surface, and significant reactions occur at the contact
surface when sufficient compaction is introduced into the
fresh concrete mix (Lee et al. 2010). As discussed before,
the CBA particles have a porous structure. Accordingly,
the porosity of the concrete increases with increasing the
CBA content (Onprom et al., 2015).
A rough surface can be observed from the SEM results
of mixtures, shown in Figure 10, which could be due to hydration products such as C-S-H gel, Ca(OH)2, and ettringite. The CBA particles as sand replacement contribute to
the formation of tobermorite (Ca5Si6O16(OH)2·5H2O),
which is a calcium silicate hydrate (Galvánková et al.,
2016). A greater amount of grass like C-S-H structure can
also be generated by increasing the CBA replacement ratio
to 100% (Li et al., 2018). These might be considered as reasons for the greater compressive strength of LFC with CBA
than the control concrete with mining sand fine aggregates.
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3.8.2. X-ray diffraction
The X-ray diffraction patterns of the control concrete
and mortar are presented in Figure 11. The presence of
portlandite, calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2), coesite and tobermorite (Ca5Si6O16(OH)2·5H2O) can be found in both
foamed concrete and mortar. Both the portlandite and calcium hydroxide were present at 18°, 34°, 47°, 50°, and 54°
(2-Theta). The presence of costite was noticed at 26°, 29°,
32°, 39° and 45° (2-Theta). In addition, tobermorite was at
9°, 18°, 26°, 29°, 31°, 34°, 39°, 47° and 48° (2-Theta). Singh
and Siddique (2015) found that C-S-H gel formed when
CBA particles reacted with portlandite (Singh & Siddique,
2015). An increase in the intensity at 18° 2θ, as well as
the presence of portlandite and calcium hydroxide, can
be observed in Figure 11. This issue can explain the difference in the compressive strength as the portlandite did not
react fully in the pozzolanic reaction to form the C-S-H
gel compared to the control mortar. It was reported that a
sharp peaks near 18° and 34° 2θ were presented portlandite which formed due the hydration (Hou et al., 2004).
A reduction in the tobermorite peaks at 9°, 18°, 31° and
39° can be noticed when the foam was introduced which
could be related to the compressive strength. An increase
in the tobermorite peaks is attributed to strength enhancement (Cai et al., 2021).
3000
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Figure 11. X-ray diffraction of the control foamed
concrete and mortar; where P is portlandite, Ca is calcium
hydroxide (Ca(OH)2), C is coesite and T is tobermorite
(Ca5Si6O16(OH)2·5H2O)
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Conclusions
This research investigated the effects of replacing the conventional mining sand with CBA as fine aggregates on the
mechanical properties of lightweight foamed concrete.
The investigated parameters include flow table, mechanical properties such as compressive, flexural, and splitting
tensile strengths. The water absorption and UPV were
also investigated. In addition, the microstructure analyses that include SEM and XRD were conducted and reported. Based on the study, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
1. The lower sand size reduces the flow values which
could be attributed to the impact of fine aggregates’
shape, specific surface area, and gradation on the
workability.
2. The water absorption of mixes with CBA of sizes below 2.75 mm and 0.6 mm showed lower compared
to the control mixes with conventional mining sand.
3. The fresh density of LFC was within the allowed
range of 1300 ± 50 kg/m3. However, the oven dry
density was ranged in 1008–1332 kg/m3.
4. Water-cured specimens produced higher compressive strength as expected; in addition, the use of
smaller size rough CBA as the fine aggregates enabled better bond and hence produced higher compressive strength compared to mixes with mining
sand.
5. The MOE of LFC containing 50% and 100% CBA
with smaller than 0.6 were found as 6.6 GPa and
13.4 GPa, respectively; the refinement of pores in the
LFC, thus produced higher than the corresponding
control specimen NFC-0.6 with the elastic modulus
of 4.2 GPa. The density of the concrete also plays a
role in the MOE values.
6. The introduction of CBA particles with rough surfaces enhanced the bond and the particle sizes of
0.6 mm and below reduces the micro voids in the
foamed concrete.
7. The reduction in the tobermorite peaks was noticed
after the introduction of foam which could also
be attributed to the reduction in the compressive
strength.
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